
User manual for the WaCaDe software 



1.Installation. 
The program should be installed on computers with Windows 10 or newer.

After installation, the program is inactive and blocked, and first you need to click on "Licenses" 
and fill in the window with the data for granting a license:

Business

Address

Tax ID

E-mail

phone number

Upload logo - at the bottom of the window you can insert your own logo in GIF format (visible 
later on the reports)


Generate an activation code and send to WaCaDe - a unique code identifying a given computer is 
generated - the license is allocated / assigned to a specific computer and cannot be transferred 
to other devices, it will be impossible to modify the user's name and tax identification number 
after the license is granted.


WaCaDe, after checking the data, will issue a LICENSE CODE - it will be sent to the e-mail sent to 
the e-mail address provided.

The LICENSE CODE should be copied and inserted in the window above the button and click 
Activate the application with a license code. The computer must be connected to the internet 
when activating the program.


After installation, a shortcut to the "WaCaDe" program and a "screenshots" folder are created on 
the Desktop, where the following will be saved:

jpg project screenshots and moving gif

Valuation report (retail for the customer with a breakdown of the cost of individual items)

Customer report (visualization of the project with dimensions and description of materials, 
customer address, prices)




2. Menu top bar: 
a // New:

New project - we can start designing a new project at any time

New Corpus - adding a new corpus to the scene (there must be enough space on the stage to be 
able to add

New from the library - click on an empty body and open the library with previously prepared 
projects and fill in with the prepared project


b //. Projects

After clicking on the window, we open the database of saved projects. You can search by a 
fragment of text, sort by date, name, company or e-mail, delete and preview the project by 
clicking on any line.


c //. Undo and Redo

Options allow you to change the last steps during design.


d // Save / Option

As a new project - using this function allows you to duplicate the current project and save it under 
a new name to be able to create a copy of it. You can create a second version of a project for the 
same client without recreating a new project from scratch.

As a default - we recommend creating a default project when you want to start working often with 
our initial settings, e.g. the dimensions of the body and stage, the colors of the plates on the 
element. external and internal furniture or the colors of the walls, floors, ceilings of the stage.

As a template for the library - when similar furniture / carcases are often made, we recommend 
using New project - build a body and add it to the library with an individual name to be able to use 
it in the future as New from the library


e // Save

Whenever you start working with the program, use Save to create a file to which project data 
(customer, materials, project, reports, etc.) will be saved.


f // Report

For the customer - a report saved in pdf in the screenshots folder, contains customer data, retail 
price, furniture design with dimensions, material specification, seller data, to be used for handing 
over to the customer, concluding a contract

Assembly - saved in pdf on the desktop - large wardrobe / furniture design with dimensions for 
the installer

Production - clicking takes you to the report preview window for the carpentry shop with the 
dimensions of all elements. designed buildings, drawers and sliding doors. It is a proposal of a 
material schedule of the program with the possibility of editing all elements. length, width of forms 
and number of glued sides, pieces of each element, production price per square meter of boards 
and veneers, possibility of adding / removing lines, changing the description. In the upper left 
part, we can enter the order number (the last name is added automatically from the customer's 
data). Modifiable data for drawers and sliding doors are defined below. And at the very bottom we 
get a price summary and a field to enter an optional advance payment transferred to the carpentry 
shop. Use Print - saves pdf on the desktop with prices and Print without prices allows you to 
prepare a report with the schedule to take for assembly, and by printing the Assembly report, we 
get a ready set for the installer. (Prices are taken from the Parameters window)

Valuations - at this stage, we prepare a retail valuation calculation for the client. (Prices are taken 
from the Parameters window)


g // Customer data

It is recommended to save the customer data to be able to find the project in the Projects menu


h // Licenses

User data entered into the program window are transferred to WaCaDe after clicking on "Generate 
activation code and send to WaCaDe" in order to assign a license code. The company name and 
tax identification number cannot be changed after granting the license rights. The license is 
granted for a specific device.






3. SIDE (side wall - slamming strip -withdrawal) 
The button on the left side of the menu takes you to the 2D view and the context menu appears at 
the bottom of the work screen on the left.

In the BOK context menu there are items in the left column

Side (marking the checkbox on the Left column adds the left side with the depth of the body

Stop (selecting the checkbox adds a stop in the Left column adds a stop with a distance for the 
sliding door system

by clicking twice [auto] it is possible to enter your own dimension - in the case of the side it will 
allow you to make the cabinet / carcase diagonally

Offset - it is the width of the masking strip on the side of the above element. the so-called 
reflectors

The slab thickness can be set to any custom thickness other than the default one from the 
Parameters menu 

4. Bottom Floor (floor - withdrawal) 
Selecting the back box in the Floor row adds floor to the full depth of the carcass. Changing it by 
clicking [auto] twice allows you to, for example, insert the strip under the sliding door rail. Offset - 
entering a value raises the floor up and adds a plinth (skirting board). Thickness - the default value 
entered from the Parameters menu.


5. Top (exterior cover - lowered top - withdrawal) 

- External roof - is a plate covering the cabinet body. Addition of the item. causes shortening of 
sides, doorsteps, internal partitions body.


- Internal depression - the plate covering the wardrobe extending to the side (does not reduce 
the length of the sides), but the internal lowering plate. the cover and partition walls are 
shortened and partition walls inside the body.


6. Back of the body 
To add a back in the body, first click the cursor, for example, on the symbol of a partition wall or 
shelf - then the program recognizes the will to work on the interior. Then click on the space of the 
module, sections between shelves, etc. to select several sections / modules at the same time, we 
do it with the CTRL key pressed (the spaces must connect with each other and form a rectangle). 
Then clicking on the BACK symbol opens the appropriate context menu and the element is added 
with the Insert Back button. at the height and net width of the rectangular marking.


7. Sliding door 
- Clicking on the button for the sliding door automatically adds a door with a filled silver mirror to 

the designed body in an amount depending on the width.

- In the context menu from the left:

- Frame width - entering a frame width of 3.2 cm means that the program will automatically 

calculate the width of the wings with the given door tab

- Clearance, by default, 4 cm is the dimension of the opening-opening for sliding doors - 

construction clearance (e.g. if the height to insert the door is 260 cm - 4 cm clearance = 256 
cm the calculated height of the door for production


- quantity - by default, depending on the cabinet width, the program proposes the number of 
doors, but you can change the number at any time (the width of the door in the cabinet will be 
automatically recalculated).


- Position on the track - the program shows the sliding door marked in black on which track 
there is a door leaf, by clicking on the door symbol we translate it to the front or rear track and 
the program automatically recalculates the door width


- The dimensions of the height and width of the sliding front are calculated automatically. 
Clicking twice on the cell will highlight it in yellow and you can enter your own door dimension. 
Another 2x click on the cell with the manually changed dimension will restore the green color 
and automatic calculation of the dimension.


- Color of the profiles of the sliding system - selection from the drop-down list: silver champagne, 
black, white, gold, olive




- Division - Levels - click changes to orange and the mouse cursor changes shape - clicking 
anywhere on the sliding door adds a horizontal division of the sliding door. After adding 
divisions, click the Levels button again to turn off this function. clicking on the previously added 
door division marks it in blue, and it is possible to determine the height to be divided from the 
bottom of the door by entering the Position (in the middle column) in the table. Remove a split 
by clicking twice on the split and Delete.


- Rotate the grain - when the filling is, for example, made of a board, the mats can be rotated by 
90 ° grain direction - marked with an element. holding down CTRL and then clicking the fill 
rotation button.


- Move away from the system - the function works when all doors have their width changed 
manually, and there is free space on the right side - then by entering a value in this window, 
move all doors along the track to the right


- change the color of the door filling - press CTRL and click on individual doors or their divided 
fragments and then, selecting MATERIALS, selects the checkbox, e.g. with the board: and 
entering the search window, e.g. orz - the system will search for all walnut panels and by 
clicking on any one we will change the color of the filling doors (or divided into selected 
fragments of them)


- after designing the door, place the mouse cursor on the background of the door and use the 
right mouse button to launch the drop-down menu to use additional useful options, e.g. copy 
doors, apply to all, etc. 


 
8. Hinged doors 
After designing the body (preferably with sides, floor and top panel), click the element button. 
inside e.g. a partition or a shelf to indicate modules or sections to be covered with a swing door. 
Then click on the swing / opening door button - a context menu will appear at the bottom, select 
Type (overlay or recessed (the button turns orange). To delete a door, click on it and press Delete 
on the keyboard.

Type and to choose from: Overlapping overlapping the sides, top and bottom panel (floor) or 
Recessed between these elements.

Type of door; tilt left / right / double right-left / fold up / tilt down, up and folded left and right

Rotate the jars - the operation is analogous to the sliding door

Clearance in width and height - allows you to define clearances / stocks

Calculated width and height - you can enter the dimensions of the door form for production 
manually


9. Door system offset 
The default value of 83mm means that the program counts down 83mm for 
the sliding door track and it is also the dimension of the slats.

When designing a cabinet with hinged doors, entering the value 0mm means 
that the shelves / partitions designed inside are directly behind the opening 
door.

To add a hinged door, take into account min. plate thickness offset value, i.e. 

18mm


10. Pawlacz

is the main shelf and at the same time the element. dividing the wardrobe into an upper and lower 
part - in the case of sliding wardrobes, the storage space has a depth smaller by 7mm (default 
setting after installing the app in the Parameters menu).

Adding storage space by clicking on the icon. At the bottom of the wardrobe, there is a picture 
next to the button on its right and the dimension from the storage compartment shelf to the top is 
given.

At the bottom, in the context menu, you can see the dimension From the bottom of the body (i.e. 
when a floor and an offset (pedestal) have been added, Height of the partition wall after adding 
under the storage space and above the storage space. Additionally, you can move the storage 
space from the back of the body, or specify its left or right depth - bevel, or indicate its thickness.

To manually move the storage space up / down, move the mouse over it until the cursor changes 
shape and press the left mouse button to move it.




11. Partition wall 
The partition wall divides the wardrobe into MODULES - that is, independent 
elements. cabinets that can be copied and swapped.

When using, for example, doorstops, offsets, sides, partition walls after adding / 
removing them - + are added in the proportion of equal division of modules 
according to the light-opening (after adding sliding doors, the partition walls will be 
perfectly behind the sliding door overlap.


Clicking on the free space between the divisions selects the module.

The drop-down menu is launched with the right mouse button and selecting the appropriate 
position adds a partition wall or the shortcut D will add a wall at the mouse cursor position.

To delete a Partition Wall, click on it and the color will change to blue and press Delete.

To manually move the storage space left / right, move the mouse over it until the cursor changes 
shape and press the left mouse button to move it.

While working on a partition, the Context Menu is displayed at the bottom of the screen on the left 
with the following functions: Module No., Distance from the stage, Distance from the carcase 
side, Module width from the left (it means the width of the shelf, for example, when you add it 
there). The plate thickness (entering the value 0mm) means that the program "sees" the given 
element. but it is not included in reports e.g. for production.

A less frequently used function, with slanting cabinets, the depth value is calculated, etc. you can 
use the offset from the back, change the thickness. plates.

Split point - when the cabinet width is over the max. available length of furniture boards 2800mm 
then the top and bottom wreath (floor), offsets (pedestals) or storage space must be divided into 
smaller elements. then selecting this backbox forces the division into an element. for example, the 
left and right floors are ideally placed under the Partition Wall.

The designed module can be clicked to select and Delete to delete its content.

Press the right mouse button and pull down the drop-down menu and copy, replace the content - 
you can also use the default windows shortcuts.


12. Shelf 
A shelf is always an element. between partition walls, sides of the body.

Operation and rules similar to the Partition Wall.

The plate thickness (entering the value 0mm) means that the program "sees" the 
given element. but it is not included in reports e.g. for production.


13. Section partition 
TIt is a vertical form (it does NOT divide into modules) and is always internal. module. 
It is an element. deeper nested in the closet.

Adding is possible by selecting the section in the module (i.e. deeper inside the 
wardrobe divided by space) and using the button on the left and - + and the drop-
down menu.


14. Shelf inside the section 
it's like baffle elem. deeper embedded / nested inside the wardrobe.

Adding by selecting sections in the module and only - +.


15. Pull-out elements 
By clicking the space between shelves and partitions several times, the space where the 
drawer is to be added should be marked and clicking on the drawer symbol adds 1 item, 
another 2 items etc. Removing the drawer from the keyboard Delete - one press Delete 
deletes 1 drawer.

Options to add:

drawer

basket

door inside the body (e.g. in [designing a shoulder behind a sliding door)

pantograph

Addition of the item. possible by selecting a place and with the right mouse button unfold 



the drop-down menu and e.g. adding a Drawer, selecting with the mouse or pressing S on the 
keyboard


16. Hangers 
click to expand 3 options horizontal / vertical / cross slide.

Select a module or section by clicking several times in the space between partitions or 
shelves to indicate where to add the bar and click on the button. You can add a stick after 
pointing to a module with the mouse and right-clicking to launch the drop-down menu + 
selecting from a list or X to add a horizontal stick or a vertical Y. The added horizontal bar 
is 50mm under the shelf, the next one is at the middle of the module's height, and the 
dimension given in the context menu is the dimension of the upper part of the bar pipe 
Ø25.

Stick removal - hover the mouse until the cursor changes to a cross + Delete to delete.

  

17. Scena slant 
By clicking on the button you can see the context menu at the bottom of the screen on the left.

Height h = the value from the bottom of the stage to the skew mark and w = the distance.

Adding a skew of the scene when it hooks on the body of the designed cabinet - informs in the 
Production Report that the given element. collides with the bevel.

Deleting a designed bevel by entering the values that were after opening this menu in the context 
menu.


18. Formatka definiowana 
kliknąć przycisk Formatki a następnie przycisk Wstaw, wybranie kształtu (prostokąt, elka czy 
trapez), określenie wymiaru, obrotu wg osi, grubości płyty i pozycję na scenie.

Formatkę można przesuwać jak korpus (uwaga wyłączona jest funkcja wykrywania policji z innymi 
elem. na scenie). 

Przesuwanie po scenie po wciśnięciu przycisku przesuwania korpusów.


19. Body 
The dimensions are determined by the axis:

x width

y height

from the depth

When there are many bodies on the scene, clicking on any shows the dimension of the 
currently selected one.

The bodies (even the designed ones can be duplicated, copied, deleted (the first one cannot be 
deleted).




20. Scenę  

The dimensions are determined by the axis:

x width

y height

from the depth

is the room in which the cabinet body will be placed.




21. Function buttons 
First line:

- The button for moving the corpus on the stage - after clicking it turns orange and clicking on the 
corpus opens the context menu with the position on the left at the bottom;

x y z (that's the point on the left of the scene at the bottom) or a position from -x -y -z


- duplicating the Corpus with the designed content




- remove the body - the selected body will be deleted (protection - the first body cannot be 
deleted)




- clockwise rotation of the body by 90 °


- clockwise rotation of the body by 90 °




Second line:


- add a new body to the scene


- slide out the element. ext. wardrobes (drawers, baskets, pantographs or internal doors)


- open the hinged door that opens outside


- reduce the transparency of the door by 20% after 1 click (when the transparency is set to 0%, 
the system does not check for collisions when pulling out drawers, baskets, etc.)


- increase the transparency of the door by 20% after 1 click


22. Camer control on scene  
- pressing the appropriate arrows will make the scene rotate and move

- the ability to use arrows on the keyboard, additional options with pressed CTRL and the up 

arrow moves the scene down and, for example, SHIFT and the Arrow rotate the scene

- pressing X at any time reverts to the straight throw






23. Button 2D  -  3D 
switches alternately from the 2D design work view to the 3D preview view


24. Program parameters 
the context menu is dropped down:

definition of the default thickness of plates on an element. outside / inside

Retraction - means automatic element depth reduction. nested internals of the body - e.g. a 
space stopper (7mm by default) means that the clearance between the cover strip or the door 
system is 7mm and e.g. a 5mm partition-shelf means that if the partition wall is 600 deep, then 
the shelf is 5mm less deep, i.e. 595mm

Production price / wholesale these price values will appear in the production report for cutting at 
the carpentry shop (they can be manually modified later in the report, but the program will 
substitute these values - it is a simplification when using the same boards)

Retail price - these retail prices - are copied and inserted into the Customer Valuation Report (they 
can be manually changed in the report, but in the case of the most commonly used plates, they 
will facilitate and speed up the retail valuation

Watermark - appears on project screenshots in the screenshots folder on the desktop for quick 
sending to clients

Graphics quality - adjusting the quality of the graphics, has an impact on the performance of the 
laptop (recommended setting to 80%)

Screenshot - after pressing, a jpg is made with a view of the designed wardrobe - saved in the 
Documents - >> WaCaDe - >> screenshots folder. During installation on the Desktop, a shortcut 
to this folder is created.




25. Drawer parameters 
Defining your own setting is easy - Help is available in the context menu at the bottom right.




26. Screenshot and GIF 
after clicking, a screenshot of the project visible on the screen is saved along with a watermark in 
the screenshots folder or a short 10-second GIF - a moving scene with furniture designed for the 
client.


 27. Models 
Model database with a search engine to be added to the stage. Most models can be edited - 
position by using the button for moving bodies, dimensions, colors, rotation by axis.


28. Materials 
After clicking on Materials, an option appears on the right side;

at the top symbols of the walls-ceiling-floor of the stage - after selecting the wish-box, the color 
of the walls, ceiling and floor of the stage can be selected from any material group (apart from a 
change in the visualization, no material is taken into account.

Below, after selecting the appropriate boxes, e.g. Apply to:

All corps [v]

Elem. external [v]

and eg. Album [v]

writing down the name of the plate, eg [beech] - >> Search

all beech boards will appear (just enter only a part of the name)

and then clicking the mouse on the disc, the program will set all Reports and show the selected 
color on the visualization



